Abstract-In this study, energy-efficient deterministic adaptive beamforming algorithms are proposed for distributed sensor/relay networks. Specifically, DBSA, D-QESA, D-QESA-E, and a hybrid algorithm, hybrid-QESA, that combines the benefits of both deterministic and random adaptive beamforming algorithms, are proposed. Rigorous convergence analyses are provided for all our proposed algorithms and convergence to the global optimal solution is shown for all our proposed algorithms. Through extensive numerical simulations, we demonstrate that superior performance is achieved by our proposed DBSA and D-QESA over random adaptive beamforming algorithms for static channels. Surprisingly, D-QESA is also more robust against random node removal than random adaptive beamforming algorithms. For time-varying channels, hybrid-QESA indeed achieves the best performance since it combines the benefits of both types of adaptive beamforming algorithms. In summary, our proposed deterministic algorithms demonstrate superior performance both in terms of convergence time and robustness against channel and network uncertainties.
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I. INTRODUCTION
There has been a demand for improving the reliability and energy efficiency of wireless communication systems pertaining to distributed sensor/relay networks. A lack of constant power supply in a distributed wireless system, such as a wireless sensor or a relay network, and the possibility of hardware failures have driven the emergence of energyefficient algorithms for such applications. In particular, distributed beamforming has been proposed as a viable solution where all distributed transmitters seek to align in phase at the receiver end. However, it is difficult to implement such transmit beamforming scheme in a distributed fashion in practice because perfect channel state information (CSI) needs to be made available at all distributed transmitters. Tremendous overhead is required to feed back CSI from the receiver to all distributed transmitters.
In literature, the efforts of designing efficient distributed adaptive beamforming algorithms can be categorized into two classes: random adaptive beamforming algorithms or deterministic adaptive beamforming algorithms. The latter has been greatly investigated in the literature over the last decade. In [1] , a randomized approach was proposed in which the receiver uses a feedback link that allows each transmitter to make proper phase adjustment. In [2] , Mudumbai et al investigated an adaptive distributed beamforming paradigm that requires only a single bit feedback. The scalability and the rate of convergence analysis of that scheme were given in [3] . By considering this algorithm as a local random search algorithm, [4] provided a comprehensive analysis of the fast convergence of the algorithm. An extensive convergence analysis of these scheme was presented in [5] . A new scheme inspired from a completely different field was proposed in [6] , where a bio-inspired robust adaptive random search algorithm was presented, and has been proven to converge in probability. Other examples of feedback-based synchronization procedures include [7] - [10] .
Relative few efforts have been spent on the studies of deterministic adaptive beamforming algorithms. Several deterministic algorithms for distributed beamforming have been proposed in the literature. For example, Thibault et al introduced a deterministic algorithm with individual power constraint [11] . This algorithm was extended to the case of time-varying channels in [12] . Simulation results show that the deterministic approaches outperform the random methods in the case of static and time-varying channels. For amplify-andforward wireless relay networks, an algorithm using additive deterministic perturbations was presented in [13] . Fertl et al further investigated a multiplicative deterministic perturbations for distributed beamforming under a total power constraint [14] . Although faster convergence is often observed for deterministic adaptive beamforming algorithms, they are more sensitive to channel uncertainties in general.
In this study, we investigate the design and analysis of deterministic adaptive beamforming algorithms. We propose a Deterministic Bisection Search Algorithm (DBSA) that is inspired by the idea of bisection search. Furthermore, we propose a Deterministic Quadratic Equation Search Algorithm (D-QESA), inspired by a shift of perspective that views each transmission as a RSS function evaluation and views the problem of adaptive beamforming for each distributed transmitter as solving quadratic equations with independent variables. For the case of equal channel gains, we propose a modified version of D-QESA, termed D-QESA-E, to speed up convergence for this setting. Note that deterministic algorithms usually have worse performance for time-varying channels. Therefore, we further propose a hybrid algorithm, hybrid-QESA, that combines the benefits of both deterministic and random adaptive beamforming algorithms.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we presents a system model for the adaptive distributed beamforming problem and formulate the phase alignment problem. The details of DBSA is described in Section III. In Section IV, we propose D-QESA, D-QESA-E, and hybrid-QESA. Convergence analysis is conducted for all our proposed algorithms in Section V. Extensive simulation results are presented in Section VI to demonstrate the performance advantages of our proposed algorithms. We conclude the paper in Section VII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this study, we consider a wireless sensor/relay network consisting of distributed transmitters where a common message s ∈ C is to be conveyed to the receiver end. Let N s be the total number of distributed transmitters, each with an average power constraint of E[|s| 2 ]. Each transmitter and the receiver is assumed to be equipped with single antenna. We assume that the channel between them is frequency flat and slow fading. In addition, there exists an error-free feedback link from the receiver to all distributed transmitters.
According to these system specifications, the discrete-time, complex baseband model is given by
where y[n] denotes the received signal,
corresponds to the channel coefficient,
corresponds to the beamforming coefficient, and w[n] is the additive white Gaussian noise for the i-th distributed transmitter.
To simplify notation, let
be the total phase of received signal from i-th transmitter during the n-th transmission. Also, we assume that s = √ P and impose a fixed power constraint b i = 1 among transmitters. Therefore, the received signal can be expressed as
. Finally, we assume that the strength of the composite signal from distributed transmitters can be perfectly estimated at the destination and the received signal strength (RSS) function can be described as
Note that the primary goal here is to maximize the RSS function given in (2) for distributed beamforming schemes to exploit the potential power gain efficiently. Furthermore, it is clear that to reach the global maximum, all phases need to be completely aligned, i.e,
. Here, we denote RSS max [n] as the global maximum value of the RSS function, i.e.,
We then denote the beamforming gain ratio ρ Ns [n] as
The beamforming gain ratio represents how close to the global maximum the considered algorithm reaches, and attains its maximum value of 1 when perfect phase alignment is achieved. Note that RSS max [n] and ρ Ns [n] can vary with time if we consider uncertainties in the wireless network topology or time-varying channel coefficients.
III. DETERMINISTIC BISCETION SEARCH ALGORITHM
In this section, we introduce in details the proposed DBSA algorithm, which is inspired by the idea of bisection search. To simplify notation, let us assume that the phase of each distributed transmitter remains confined within an angle varying betweens [0, 2π] . By viewing the phase alignment problem as a maximization problem within an N s dimensional hypercube with an edge length of 2π, it is then suggested that the searching process for the global maximum can be done in a bisection fashion.
The phase alignment procedure is done in a greedy fashion within the proposed DBSA. In fact, only one distributed transmitter is permitted to adjust its phase at any time while all other transmitters keep their phase unchanged. With the pseudocode given in Algorithm 1, we elaborate the algorithm by providing a detailed step-by-step description as follows:
Step 1-Initialization: The system is initialized by randomly generating the initial phase
Ns . The phase adjustment parameter α, known to all transmitters, should be configured to a number α init that divides 2π. Distributed transmitters jointly beamform a fixed symbol s = √ P using the generated phase configuration. The receiver then records the value of the RSS function given by (2) corresponding to the initial phase θ[0].
Step 2-Initial Phase Rotation: The algorithm undergoes N s rounds of phase evaluations corresponding to the N s distributed transmitters.
During the i-th round, only the i-th transmitter transmits for K − 1 iterations. The i-th transmitter alters its phase by iterating through the elements in the set Θ i given by:
where K is an integer that equals to 2π/α. At each iteration, the receiver compares the RSS function with the largest RSS function recorded so far, and feedback a single bit that indicates whether the current selected phase configuration by the i-th transmitter exceeds previous recorded RSS function. Should the RSS function exceed the largest recorded value, the feedback bit is set to 1, and to 0 otherwise.
By the time all phase configurations in Θ i . are tested, thei-th transmitter should be able to distinguish the phase configuration that correspond to the best RSS performance, and this particular phase configuration should replace its initial phase configuration generated in Step 1, i.e., the i-th element of θ [0] . Once all transmitters are done with the evaluation procedures, the parameter α is halved, and the algorithm enters
Step 3.
Step 3-Forward Adjustment: Before proceeding to Step 5, the algorithm undergoes N s iterations where each iteration involves procedures Step 3 and Step 4. At the n-th iteration, the n-th distributed transmitter adjusts its phase by adding up the parameter α to its phase, while all other distributed transmitters keep their phases unchanged. From the system point of view, the adjusted phase vector can be expressed as:
The receiver compares the RSS function corresponding to the adjusted phase vector θ [n] with the highest recorded RSS function up to the current iteration, and broadcasts a one-bit feedback signal B F back to all transmitters. If improvement on the RSS function is observed, the adjusted phase is kept by the n-th transmitter and the algorithm proceeds to the next iteration that adjusts the (n + 1)-th transmitter provided that n < N s . Otherwise, if no RSS improvement is observed, the algorithm enters Step 4, or if n = N s , the algorithm enters
Step 5.
More precisely, the feedback signal B F is generated as
Step 4-Reverse Adjustment At this stage of the algorithm, the n-th distributed transmitter adjusts its phase by adding the inverse of the adjustment parameter to its phase, where the inversely adjusted phase vector θ [n] can be expressed as
As in the previous step, the receiver compares the RSS function corresponding to θ [n] with the largest recorded RSS function and broadcasts a one-bit feedback signal B R back to transmitters. Upon receiving "1" from the receiver, the nth transmitter updates its phase with the inversely adjusted value, while no action is taken for the cases of feedback being "0". The feedback signal B R is generated as in (7) with θ [n] replaced with θ [n], and the procedures throughout Step 3 and
Step 4 can be characterized by the following expression:
Once completed with the updating process, the algorithm returns to Step 3 and proceed to the (n + 1)-th iteration where the phase of the (n + 1)-th transmitter can be adjusted, or, if n = N , the algorithm enters Step 5.
Step 5-Parameter Adjustment: Upon entering
Step 5, all transmitters scale down the phase adjustment parameter α to
half of its current value, and return to Step 3. For notational simplicity, the iteration index is reset to 1 and
Stopping criterion: Given a threshold value for the RSS function, if the RSS function is greater than or equal to this target value at any step of the algorithm, the phase alignment process is said to be completed. The threshold value may be based on any statistical information and has to be available and known to the receiver.
IV. DETERMINISTIC QUADRATIC EQUATION SEARCH ALGORITHM
Our proposed D-QESA algorithm undergoes N s rounds of RSS function evaluations corresponding to the N s distributed transmitters. During the i-th round, only the i-th transmitter transmits for 2 additional iterations. We will describe how these 2 additional RSS function evaluations can be used to improve phase alignment for different wireless environment settings in the following subsections. To begin with, note that the RSS function in (2) can be rewritten as
where
and β i is the phase angle between complex numbers r i and t i . Note that the time indices of β i , r i , and t i are omitted for notation simplicity. Furthermore, if one can only adjust the beamforming phase θ i [n] for each iteration, the optimal strategy would be aligning the direction of r i and t i , i.e., rotating θ i [n] to cancel out the phase angle β i . This is the main idea behind D-QESA.
A. D-QESA for static channels
The pseudocode of the proposed algorithm can be found in Algorithm 2. For static channels, the channel coefficients do not change with time, i.e., h i = a i e jφi . Under this setting, we elaborate the proposed D-QESA in a step-by-step fashion as follows.
Ns . In the beginning, we set θ cur,i = θ[0] where θ cur,i represents the current phase of the i-th distributed transmitter. θ temp represents the temporary value of phase. The parameter n is the time index with an initial value of 0. The phase adjustment parameters α and η are known to all transmitters. The angles α and η are initialized as α = π and η = π/2.
As mentioned earlier, the aim of D-QESA is to compute the value of β i based on 2 additional RSS function evaluations and feed it back to the i-th transmitters to adjust its phase. In the following steps, we elaborate on how this is done based on only 2 additional RSS function evaluations in each round.
Step 2-The phase rotation of α and η: Denote the initial RSS function by M 1 . We first rotate the phase of the i-th transmitter by α to obtain an updated RSS function value of M 2 . If M 2 > M 1 , B F is set to 1 and is fed back to distributed transmitters. The i-th transmitter then keeps this adjusted phase since the RSS function is improved. Otherwise, B F = 0 is fed back and the i-th transmitter reverts back to its original phase. Note that this step not only improve the RSS function but also make β i , to be solved later, falls in [−π/2, π/2], the benefit of which will become clear later.
Next, we obtain the second RSS function evaluations by rotating the phase of the i-th transmitter by η. Through this step, we obtain an updated RSS function value of M 3 at the receiver.
Step 3-Calculate the value of β i and |t i |: Note that M 1 represents the value of the initial RSS function value. M 2 and M 3 were also obtained through 2 additional RSS function evaluations. Based on (12) , we can obtain
Note that we describes 3 quadratic equations with 3 independent variable |r i |, |t i | and β i . Therefore, we can obtain |r i |, |t i | and β i by solving these equations. Specifically, let
2 )/2, we can obtain
Now, we can obtain β i by
It is clear that |t i | = a i can be obtained by plugging (16) into (13) . Specifically, we obtain
Step 4-With the information of |t i |, adjust the phase in the second round-robin and after: During the first roundrobin, we calculate the values of β 1 and |t i | for all i. Note that one can simply calculate the value of β i and feed it back to adjust the phase of the i-th transmitter. Obtaining the value of |t i | seems irrelevant for the current round. However, it is important to note that |t i | equals the magnitude of the channel gain a i from the i-th distributed transmitter to the receiver and does not vary with time for a static channel. Furthermore, we run D-QESA in a round-robin fashion until the algorithm converges. By calculating and keeping the value of |t i |, we can reduce the 2 additional RSS function evaluations into only 1 since now we only have two unknown independent variables and only M 1 and M 2 are needed when we reaches the second round-robin and after. Specifically, from (14), we have
Then, we can derive
Plugging (19) into (18), we obtain
Then, we can solve for β i to obtain
This extra information of |t i | allows us to cut down the convergence time by about 1/3 after the second round-robin, which is a significant improvement.
Once β i is obtained, we can predict and adjust the phase at the i-th distributed transmitter accordingly. Ideally, one can feed back β i directly to the i-th distributed transmitter to achieve perfect phase alignment from the viewpoint of the ith transmitter. However, if there is only limited bandwidth for the reverse feedback link B F , proper quantization is necessary. For example, if 2 bits are available for the reverse feedback link, β i can be quantized as {−3π/8, −π/8, π/8, 3π/8}. With this feedback information, the i-th transmitter can decide whether to subtract either one of {−3π/8, −π/8, π/8, 3π/8} to achieve a higher value of the RSS function. Note that if β i is 0 or close to 0, no information is fed back to distributed transmitters and the phase of the i-th transmitter is left unchanged.
Stopping criterion: Given a threshold value for the RSS function, if the achieved value of the RSS function is greater than or equal to this target value at any step of the algorithm, the phase alignment process is said to be completed. The threshold value may be set based on the statistical information of channels.
B. D-QESA-E for equal channel gains
For the case where we have equal gains for all channels, i.e., a i = a, ∀i, further modifications can be made to speed up our proposed D-QESA. We term the modified algorithm as Deterministic Quadratic Equation Search Algorithm -Equal channel gains (D-QESA-E). The pseudocode of the proposed algorithm can be found in Algorithm 3. Details of the algorithm is elaborated in the following steps.
Ns . In the beginning, we set θ cur,i = θ[0] where θ cur,i represent the current phase of the i-th transmitter. Again, the parameters α and η are initialized to α = π and η = π/2. As in D-QESA, β i is the value that we seek to calculate and feed back to the i-th transmitters for phase adjustment. The value of the RSS function for this initial phase is again denoted by M 1 .
Step 2-The first phase rotation of α and η: Here, the procedure is same as that in Algorithm 2. First, we rotate the phase by α and use a one-bit feedback to determine whether the phase rotation is beneficial or not. If so, the updated phase is kept. Otherwise, the original phase is used. An updated RSS function value is obtained and denoted as M 2 . Then, we rotate the phase by η to obtain another RSS function evaluation M 3 . Note that this step is only done once. After the first round, only one additional RSS function evaluation is necessary for reasons that will become clear later.
Step 3-Calculate the value of β i and |t i |: The calculation of β i and |t i | is almost the same as before. There is, however, an important difference. For the case of equal channel gains, a i = a, ∀i. This implies that |t i | = |a i e jθi[n] | = a. After the first round of phase adjustment, we obtain |t 1 | = a and therefore, only two independent variables β i and |r i | remain for the ensuing rounds. This important observation suggests that only M 1 and M 2 are needed for the calculation of β i . That is,
This modification allows us to cut down the convergence time of our proposed algorithm by almost 1/3. This is a significant improvement for energy-efficient algorithms in distributed wireless sensor/relay networks.
Stopping criterion: Given a threshold value for the RSS function, if the value of the RSS function is greater than or equal to this target value at any step of the algorithm, the phase alignment process is said to be completed.
Algorithm 3 Deterministic Quadratic Equation Search Algorithm -Equal channel gains (D-QESA-E) Initialize parameters
receiver feeds back a 0 bit to transmitter
C. Hybrid-QESA for time-varying channels
In this subsection, we examine the RSS function of D-QESA under time-varying environments. Here, we assume that the time-varying channel phase is a one-step Markov process, i.e.,
where the sequence of ξ i [n] for i = 1, 2, . . . , N s consists of i.i.d. Gaussian noise. Namely,
. For time-varying channels, deterministic adaptive beamforming algorithms are worse than their random counterpart in general. Therefore, a hybrid algorithm is proposed that combines the advantages of both kinds of adaptive beamforming algorithms. We term the proposed hybrid algorithm as hybrid-QESA. In hybrid-QESA, we initialize the algorithm by running D-QESA for an entire round-robin, i.e., each distributed transmitter updates its own phase through D-QESA exactly once. Then, the algorithm switches to a random adaptive beamforming algorithm, BioRARSA2, which we proposed in our previous work [15] . Detailed definitions of parameters of BioRARSA2 can be found in Table 1 of [15] . The pseudocode of the resulting hybrid-QESA is described in Algorithm 4. The Hybrid-QESA combines the advantages of both rapid convergence of deterministic adaptive beamforming algorithms and the strong resistance to dramatic environments of random adaptive beamforming algorithms. This will be demonstrated in our numerical experiments.
Algorithm 4 Hybrid-Quadratic Equation Search Algorithm Initialize parameters
In this section, we analyze the convergence behavior of our proposed energy-efficient deterministic adaptive beamforming algorithms, including DBSA, D-QESA, D-QESA-E, and hybrid-QESA. We are able to provide rigorous proofs of
N T ← 0 end if end if end for until stopping criteria reached convergence for all the above algorithms. Specifically, we can guarantee that all our proposed algorithms converge to the global optimal solution.
A. Convergence analysis of DBSA
The convergence behavior of DBSA is analyzed in the following Theorem. We are able to show that DBSA converges to the global optimal solution irrespective to the initialization parameters.
Theorem 1: For the RSS function defined in (2), let {θ[n]} ∞ n=1 be the sequence generated by D-QESA as described by Algorithm 1, where
Then, the resulting sequence converges to the global optimal solution, i.e., lim n→∞ RSS(θ[n]) = RSS max = Ns i=1 a i . Proof: We design DBSA such that the phase for the i-th transmitter is only updated when the RSS function improves. This implies that the RSS function values achieved by the sequence {θ[n]} ∞ n=1 are monotonically non-decreasing. Furthermore, it is clear that RSS(θ[n]) ≤ RSS max = i a i . Since RSS(θ[n]) is upper bounded and monotonically nondecreasing, the convergence of DBSA is guaranteed by Monotone Convergence Theorem. However, this only guarantees that DBSA converges to local maxima. Fortunately, for the RSS function, all local maxima are global maxima (See [4] for details). Therefore, we can guarantee that DBSA converges to the global optimal solution.
B. Convergence analysis of D-QESA and D-QESA-E
Here, we want to show that D-QESA and D-QESA-E indeed converge to the global optimal solution. Note that we do not need the property that all local maxima are global maxima as in the proof of DBSA. This makes our convergence analysis here applicable to a more general set of problem settings.
Theorem 2: For the RSS function defined in (2), let {θ[n]} ∞ n=1 be the sequence generated by D-QESA as described by Algorithm 2, where
Then, the resulting sequence converges to the global optimal solution, i.e.,
From (12), we can write the RSS function as
By triangular inequality, we obtain
The aim of D-QESA is to align the phases of r i and t i . Therefore, we obtain
This implies that RSS(θ[n]) is a monotonically nondecreasing sequence with an upper bound of RSS max . By Monotone Convergence Theorem, we can guarantee convergence of D-QESA.
Next, we show that D-QESA indeed converges to the global maximum solution by contraction. Assume that D-QESA does not converge to the global maximum solution, there is at least one transmitter, say the i-th transmitter, not aligned with others. That is,
However, it is clear that RSS(θ[n]) can be improved by running D-QESA for the i-th transmitter to align the phases of r i and t i . This contradicts with our original assumption. Therefore, D-QESA will not stop at such a point, and it will stop only when
In other words, D-QESA is guaranteed to converge to the global optimal solution.
For the case of equal channel gains, we have the following theorem that describes and analyzes the convergence behavior of D-QESA-E.
Theorem 3:
be the sequence generated by D-QESA-E as described by Algorithm 3, where
t . Then, the resulting sequence converges to the global optimal solution, i.e.,
The proof is almost the same at that of Theorem 2 and is not repeated here.
C. Convergence analysis of Hybrid-QESA
The convergence analysis of Hybrid-QESA can be done through combining the convergence analysis of D-QESA and BioRASA2. The following theorem makes this statement more precise.
Theorem 4: For the RSS function defined in (2), let {θ[n]} ∞ n=1 be the sequence generated by D-QESA as described by Algorithm 2, where
No matter how many rounds we run D-QESA before we switch into BioRASA2, the final phase configuration of D-QESA simply serves as a good initial point for BioRASA2. Since BioRASA2 is guaranteed to converge to the global optimal solution (See [15] ), Hybrid-QESA is also guaranteed to converges to the global optimal solution.
Remark 1: The proof of convergence for DBSA and Hybrid-QESA depends on the property that all local maxima are global maxima for the RSS function. However, we can guarantee convergence for D-QESA and D-QESA-E without this property. This indicates that convergence of D-QESA and D-QESA-E can be guaranteed for a wider set of problem settings, e.g., when the objective function is not the RSS function.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we provide simulation results that evaluate the efficiency of our proposed deterministic adaptive beamforming algorithms. We set the transmitted symbol power to be √ P = 1. In our simulations, all channels realizations are assumed to be zero-mean, unit variance i.i.d Rayleigh flat fading. All simulations are obtained with the same number of distributed transmitters, i.e., N s = 100. Four types of channel and network settings are considered, i.e., noiseless channels, noisy channels, random node addition and removal, and noiseless time-varying channels.
A. Noiseless channels
In Figure 1 and Figure 2 , we demonstrate how the the beamforming gain ratio evolves for noiseless channels. Each simulation curve is obtained by averaging over 100 randomly generated channel realizations. In Figure 1 , we compare the convergence behavior between DBSA and D-QESA for different number of feedback bits with the following schemes: a) one-bit random scheme proposed in [2] , and b) BioRASA proposed in [6] . We clearly observe that our proposed DBSA and D-QESA exhibit superior convergence behavior over random adaptive beamforming schemes. Comparison between DBSA and D-QESA reveals that better performance is achieved for Fig. 1 .
Comparison of the convergence behavior between D-QESA for different number of feedback bits (K = 1, 2, inifite) with one-bit random scheme, BioRASA and DBSA for noiseless channels. DBSA if there is only one-bit feedback. When more than 2 bits are available for feedback, D-QESA becomes a more attractive alternative. We can observe that beamforming gain ratios for D-QESA almost all converge to a fixed value in about 300 iterations, which accounts for about one roundrobin in D-QESA. That is, one round-robin is enough for the convergence of D-QESA. It is clear that faster convergence can be achieved with more number of feedback bits. This gain, however, diminishes quite fast as the number of feedback bits increases. For example, with 2 bits of feedback, 97% of RSS max can be reached in Figure 1 . This indicates that D-QESA can also operate well with limited bandwidth of the reverse feedback link.
In Figure 2 , we compare the convergence behavior of D-QESA-E for different bandwidth of the reverse feedback link with DBSA for a i = a. It is clear that beamforming gain ratios almost all converge to a fixed value in about 200 iterations, which accounts for about one round-robin in D-QESA-E. This demonstrates the rapid convergence of D-QESA-E. Indeed, there is about a 1/3 reduction in convergence time when compared with D-QESA, for which about 300 iterations are required before convergence. Furthermore, D-QESA-E begins to outperform DBSA even with one-bit feedback before reaching its converged value of about 91% of RSS max .
B. Noisy channels
In Figure 3 , we demonstrate the evolutions of D-QESA for noisy channels. Here, the performance curve is not obtained by averaging over 100 channel realizations since we want to observe the influence of noise. We compare the convergence behavior of D-QESA under different noise powers of −10 db and 0 db, respectively. When the noise power is same as the signal power, i.e., when noise power is 0 db, the beamforming gain ratio is poor and reaches only about 62% of RSS max for one-bit feedback and 70% for infinite feedback bits. For a more practical noise level of −10 db, the beamforming gain ratio is a bit lower than that of a noiseless case and reaches about 85% of RSS max for one-bit feedback and 94% for infinite feedback bits. This demonstrates that D-QESA is still quite robust against noise for most practical scenarios.
C. Random node addition/removal
Here, we investigate the influence of random node addition and removal on adaptive beamforming algorithms. That is, we want to investigate whether our proposed algorithms are robust against uncertainties in wireless network topology. Note that we observe the RSS function value instead of the beamforming gain ratio here since random node addition and removal alter RSS max such that the beamforming gain ratio may not be a good measure for performance. We choose two node addition and removal probabilities of 0.01 and 0.05, respectively. In Figure 4 , we demonstrate the evolution of the RSS function under random node addition. We can see that fast initial convergence is maintained for both D-QESA and DBSA. As we move along further, the one-bit random scheme begins to outperform both D-QESA and DBSA, indicating that random adaptive beamforming algorithms are more robust against random node addition for wireless sensor/relay networks. For the case where the random node addition probability is set to be 0.05, D-QESA outperforms DBSA slightly. This suggest that D-QESA might be more robust against network uncertainty.
In Figure 5 , we demonstrate the evolution of the RSS function under different random node removal probabilities. A quite different phenomenon can be observed. It is clear that D-QESA and DBSA outperforms the one-bit scheme quite significantly. Furthermore, D-QESA demonstrates much superior performance than the other two algorithms, especially when the node removal probability is higher. Specifically, D-QESA is able to maintain its RSS function value to be above 90% and 70% of RSS max for removal probabilities of 0.01 and 0.05, respectively. This is a surprising result since random adaptive beamforming algorithms are believed to be more robust against such uncertainties in general. This numerical experiment demonstrates that D-QESA is not only an attractive adaptive beamforming algorithm for static channels but also a robust algorithm against uncertainties in wireless network topology. This is a more desirable feature since random node removal is more detrimental for distributed beamforming schemes since there is a sudden decrease in the RSS function value.
D. Time-varying channels
In Figure 6 , we consider the case of time-varying channels described by (24), where the standard deviation of ξ i [n] is set to be 0.1 and 0.15, respectively. Here, we compare the convergence behavior of D-QESA, DBSA, and hybrid-QESA with the one-bit random scheme, BioRASA, and BioRASA2. When the standard deviation δ ξi is set to be 0.1, we can see that the random adaptive beamforming algorithms have better performance than their deterministic counterparts. D-QESA still achieves a decent RSS function value but experiences severe fluctuation under time-varying channels. Hybrid-QESA combines the benefits of both types of adaptive beamforming algorithms and achieves the best performance over all the rest. Compared with BioRASA2, it can be observed that a fast initial convergence separates the performance of hybrid-QESA from BioRASA2. When δ ξi = 0.15, hybrid-QESA still outperforms most schemes. BioRASA2 has a slight edge in performance as we move further along. This suggests that random adaptive beamforming algorithms are still attractive alternatives under severe channel variations. However, strong performance for hybrid-QESA can be observed for both channel settings.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this study, we proposed energy-efficient deterministic adaptive beamforming algorithms for distributed sensor/relay networks. Specifically, we proposed DBSA, D-QESA, D-QESA-E, and a hybrid algorithm, hybrid-QESA, that combines the benefits of both deterministic and random adaptive beamforming algorithms. DBSA is inspired by the idea of bisection search. D-QESA is inspired by a shift of perspective that views each transmission as a RSS function evaluation and views the problem of adaptive beamforming for each distributed transmitter as solving quadratic equations with independent variables. We further provided rigorous convergence analysis for all our proposed algorithms and proved that the global optimal solution is reached for all our proposed algorithms. In our numerical experiments, we demonstrated that superior performance is achieved by our proposed DBSA and D-QESA over random adaptive beamforming algorithms for static channels. Surprisingly, D-QESA is also more robust against random node removal than random adaptive beamforming algorithms. For time-varying channels, hybrid-QESA indeed achieves the best performance since it combines the benefits of both types of adaptive beamforming algorithms. In summary, our proposed deterministic algorithms demonstrate superior performance both in terms of convergence time and robustness against channel and network uncertainties. This surprising new finding challenges the conventional belief that deterministic algorithms are faster in convergence while random algorithms are more robust against uncertainties. We hope that this work can generate more interests in the studies of both deterministic and random adaptive beamforming algorithms.
